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Google’s Nest updates
inch smart home industry
toward a unified standard
Article

Google announced three major initiatives to support Matter, a unified standard for smart

home devices:

Google’s Nest devices, including the newest Nest Thermostat, will soon support the Matter

standard. This means Google Assistant will be able to control a wide variety of Matter-

supported smart devices, even if they weren’t previously part of Google’s smart platform.

https://blog.google/products/google-nest/four-google-smart-home-updates-matter/
https://www.cnet.com/home/smart-home/amazon-google-apple-back-alliance-to-certify-matter-smart-home-devices/
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Matter is a cross-platform collaboration e�ort intended to standardize the diverse smart
home ecosystem and solve the device interoperability issue. Matter is the result of a

collaborative agreement by Amazon, Apple, Google, and the Connectivity Standards Alliance

to boost device compatibility across ecosystems. The standard uses technology from Apple’s

HomeKit, Amazon’s Alexa, and Google’s Weave and works alongside existing protocols like

Wi-Fi and Bluetooth to make it easier for di�erent smart devices to communicate with one

another. In short, Matter strives to solve the smart device fragmentation problem by

providing a frictionless way for these devices to work together. As a result, consumers can

theoretically purchase a variety of devices with confidence they will work alongside each

other.

The uni�ed connectivity standard will accelerate smart home market growth:

Insider Intelligence expects the number of US smart home device users to increase from 83.9

million in 2020 to 139.7 million by 2024.

Android will also support Matter, enabling Android smartphone users to quickly set up and

control new smart home devices from their phones.

Smart home devices equipped with Google’s Thread mesh networking technology will now

also serve as Matter connection hubs.

It will simplify development for smart home device makers. A universal standard will lower

the cost and improve the e�ciency of the development process, as device makers will have to

develop for just one standard.

It will likely increase consumers' willingness to adopt smart home technology. Consumers
will no longer have to worry if a device is compatible with the rest of their smart home

ecosystem, removing an element of friction from the purchasing process.

https://buildwithmatter.com/
https://www.theverge.com/2019/12/18/21027890/apple-google-amazon-smart-home-standard-zigbee-connected-ip-project
https://forecasts-na1.emarketer.com/6010227d293d050a705d685b/6010226b293d050a705d6859

